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 NOTE TO THE READER

This file has been made for my Master’s Degree in La Sapienza University (Rome). The
teacher of the module “Workshop in Rome”, Professor Romano Benini, brought us to five
Roman atelier established in the city centre to introduce the students to some great artisans
and masters of Made in Italy in the Eternal City.
The photos and text inside this paper are entirely by me; the quotations are from Gian Paolo
Zuccarello himself.

Victor BINO
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 INTRODUCTION

Being a student enrolled for La Sapienza’s “Fashion Science” Master’s Degree, I had the great
opportunity to visit Gian Paolo Zuccarello Couture’s Atelier.
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 A SINGULAR PLACE FOR A SINGULAR ARTIST
His boutique and laboratory are located on the first floor of a palazzo at Via Calabria 25
(Rome). The Municipio I and II were Rome’s golden district in the 1950s, a kind of “rocca
forte” for fashion, hence the district is very relevant to establish a Haute Couture Maison.
I was welcomed by the designer himself. Gian Paolo Zuccarello, born in Sicily, told the
importance of wedding ceremonies in his country. Indeed, it gathers the pillars of Italy:
family, food, religion and fashion. These ingredients help to make a marriage appear
unforgettable and unique; it is a very important step in life, and the dress for the occasion is
worn only once (sometimes passed to other generations) and kept during a lifetime. Let’s
not forget that this Atelier proposes gowns both for the bride and the bridesmaids.
When talking about the path of the artist, we can highlight that he graduated from Istituto
Marangoni of Milan and began his career as a stylist for Gattinoni in Rome and Nina Ricci in
Paris. For him, Alta Moda has been a “sogno da sempre”. This passion led him to open his
own line twenty years ago in Grosseto (Tuscany). He has two main opportunities to show his
work: during Rome Fashion Week with Haute Couture in June and Sposa in September but
also in some fairs such as Roma Sposa.
An interesting plan for the future Gian Paolo Zuccarello has is to create a “linea di
distribuzione artigianale”.
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 A MADE IN ITALY COLLECTION

Gian Paolo Zuccarello gave me a catalogue but specified that the collection is just an idea:
the dress in changeable, adaptable, adjustable. In fact, he said that “tutto nasce qui” (in the
Maison). Thus, we can speak of a true and strong collaboration between the designer and
the bride during many weeks – the last try: being one week before the celebration. As a
humble couturier, he also confessed that he never go to wedding even if he is invited.
The important concept that must be understood is that every single gown in this Atelier is
realized “a mano”, with Italian fabrics (silk and cotton), some French lace and natural fibre.
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 PRODUCTS AND PROCESS

Three people and 100 hours of work were required to make this impressive threedimensional result in lace and chiffon.
Inside, transparency is present and the finishing touches are very clean, thanks to the use of
“filo di cottone”.
The flowers on the corset create an optical effect: they are at the beginning simple pieces of
flat fabric assembled together by hand one after another.
The other visual surprise is that the chiffon, light, follows the movement of the body while
walking or turning around.
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The second model reveals a special pattern in
order to make the illusion that the lace is
spreading, almost blossoming all over the
dress, because the embroidery is continuous.

The third dress was made out of a
painting: a flower rises on the bottom of
the dress and explodes in three
dimensions on the corset, embellished
with Swarovski crystals.
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The idea behind the fourth gown is that time flies. It is
made visible because the passage of chronology had
“destroyed” the dress on one side and expresses
certain evanescence.
Again, the flowers are sewn “a mano”.

“Totalmente nudo” characterizes well the fifth model. The fabric at the basis is transparent,
only some parts made of lace, feathers and pearls are covering in order to hide the body –
what makes the dress sensual but appropriate.
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The last dress is inspired by the net of
Pugliesi fishermen except that the
pattern has been entirely recreated by
hand by crossing perpendicularly two
threads.

In the laboratory, a lady was precisely sewing red flowers on a veil to unite both lace and
tulle. Then she will cut off the surplus part to respect the transparency. The designer
confessed that red is a difficult colour but the bride decided to coordinate it with red crystals
encrusted in the gown.
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 THE BRIDAL BUSINESS – A GENERAL STUDY

A) THE COST TODAY
The wedding industry is a large industry in terms of euros, but tracking where that money is
spent is more difficult for several reasons.
Firstly, it is an industry that is made up of multiple smaller enterprises like caterers, wedding
consultants, dresses, various beauty suppliers (hair, makeup), photographers, favour gifts,
music, honeymoon. While the industry as a whole represents a lot of money, each of the
component parts is much smaller – some smaller than others. These smaller composite
suppliers can be very local and likely will be small and privately owned. This is in sharp
contrast to larger industries which affect the economy as a whole on a much more obvious
scale, also making it easier to find out information on them.
Secondly, because some of the individuals and businesses that provide services and products
may only work part-time on wedding-related services to supplement their income or out of
friendship, there will either be a minimal charge or no charge at all. Figures if there are any,
will likely not be in any “industry” tally. The chart on page 12, reproduced with the courtesy
of The Knot.com summarizes the different costs (in dollars).

When looking for data on the size of this industry, the first thing to note is that, while there
is a lot of money in the wedding industry, gowns represent only one segment of the
industry.
In fact, they are part of a larger women’s clothing industry – depending on how the business
reports itself and how deep the search functionality is of the database, separating wedding
dresses from the larger industry may be difficult. To have a complete picture, however, it is
necessary to also consider those establishments that sell used gowns and those offering
rental gowns. Lastly, neither of those takes into account those women who have someone
make their dress.
In addition, there are many definitions of wedding dress. When most people in Europe think
of wedding dresses, they think in terms of the traditional long, white dress. However, there
are brides who only buy a nice outfit and go to the judge's chambers and others who plan
“ethnic” weddings where the bride wears a traditional costume from her country.

In our case, the average price of one dress is 3.700 euros. Again, Gian Paolo Zuccarello
stressed on the fact that working hours, complexity of the cut, of the shape and of the
patterns influence the variation in the cost.
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B) THE VOW TODAY

Millennials are growing as a big percentage of the population. Many baby-boomer parents
are probably eagerly anticipating the big day when their son or daughter walks down the
aisle. But the 1990’s and 2000’s generations are not showing many signs of interest in
getting hitched as they get older, and, as a result, the marriage rate is expected to fall.
Millennials continue to delay marriage because of economics, education and preference.
They are not against marriage; they just want to be financially secure and have better jobs
before they tie the knot.
They also have new alternatives. In the past, living together or having children out of
wedlock was met with severe social stigma, but no longer. Cohabitation rates and births to
unmarried women are also on the rise.

Fortunately for our Atelier, the faith is still very present in Italy and weddings are still going
on with the young generation.
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 A GENUINE ALTA MODA EXPERIENCE

This visit has embodied for me the definition of what represents “Made in Italy” today.
Indeed, the Atelier knows how to include the local aspect in every creation by referring to
Mediterranean culture but also in the well-reasoned choice of specific fabrics and their
controlled origins.
Speaking of materials, Gian Paolo Zuccarello stresses on the fact that even if he uses new
fabric, there is still this “tradizione sartoriale” in the technical process.
The second aspect that is a proof of total dedication to savoir-faire is the mention of “a
mano” work, meaning that they do not using a machine and that the gown are handmade.
This “handmadeness” makes possible the “su misura”: because it is custom-made, the dress
is sewn on the body and respects the uniqueness of each silhouette.
To my eyes, the work this designer has built and is building is all about a complete
renovation of Haute Couture in order to make a real “moda capitolina”.

The tour-de-force of this workshop is that it combined “sensazione e sentimenti”. The artist
is not at all in a commercial attitude but prefers to stay an “artigiano”. The notion that I will
remember for sure is the know-how, the craftsmanship fixed in a certain “tradizionalità”. To
put it in a nutshell, Gian Paolo Zuccarello put forwards the authenticity of his work.
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 CONCLUSION

Italy through history has been a peninsula at the heart of commercial and migratory routes,
but knew how to develop its own Mediterranean culture in many fields including art and
fashion.
I was able to really understand what is the specific Italian “gusto” and sense of beauty: Gian
Paolo Zuccarello is one of the rare master and “artigiano” of our era who knows perfectly
how to combine “il bene” and “il bello”.

Last but not least, I would like to thank the artist for opening the doors of his Atelier, for
explaining the different processes and for sharing his passion.
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